
WHAT CAUSES A
CORKED WINE?
BY LEN STECKLER

Vintage.vintagereport

THE WINE:
Penfolds Thomas Hyland Shiraz 2000
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:
Australia (south part with grapes
perhaps coming from Mclaren Vale,
Barrossa, Padthaway); 15% new oak
American and French.
GRAPE VARIETY:
Shiraz

COLOUR:
Deep inky purple
NOSE:
Blackberry, pepper, leather, toasted oak
IN MOUTH:
Blackberry, licorice, cherry, fruit
driven, fairly tannic, long finish.

FOOD:
Red meats, rare for now but in time
medium to well done, also strong
cheeses.

VALUE:
Excellent value for a wine of this
quality (one of my favourites).
Drinkable now but will be better
in 3-5 years.

RATING:
4.5 grapes (0 lowest - 5 highest)
Fantastic wine for the price.

Available at
Carver’s Steakhouse
by the glass. Try it
with steak, prime
rib, lamb or bison.

I WAS AT A WINE SHOW RECENTLY and came upon two corked
wines. This struck me as odd, as this was a wine and spirits show in which the
wine merchants were showing off their products. One bottle was almost
completely empty, which meant approximately ten people had tasted this particular
wine and said nothing. The other bottle was just started. This means the tasters
who preceded me either had no knowledge of what a corked wine was or they
thought the wine was a horrid, mouldy product – something they would never
purchase. Based on this experience, I thought now would be a good time to talk
about corked wines.

Cork is made from the bark of cork trees, which are mainly grown in Portugal.
Since it is a natural product, cork can be exposed to moulds in a variety of places.
Mould spores can enter the cork as it sits on the ground after harvest or during
processing. Cork is boiled to sterilize or treated with chlorine-based chemicals to
kill the fungus. Unfortunately, these methods may trigger the mould growth they
are designed to destroy because they only kill surface fungus. Moulds deeper
inside the cork are untouched. This cork taint, called TCA (trichlorineanisole), is
what causes a corked wine.

The smell of a corked wine is described as mouldy, musty, mildewed, like wet
cardboard or wet newspaper. Approximately 5 to 8% of wines using natural cork
will have a TCA level noticeable to human senses. It’s a problem that knows no
favourites, it can be found in wines of all quality and price levels.

If you get a corked wine in a restaurant, send it back. This is not wine snobbery.
The person serving the wine should have smelled the problem and not served you
the product in the first place. If you get a bottle at home, simply take it back to
your place of purchase for a refund or replacement.

Solutions to the problem of corked wine are varied. Cork merchants are setting
standards in acceptable levels of TCA, along with moisture content, oxidants and
surface qualities. Some research has been done on using microwaves to kill micro-
organisms throughout the cork and not just the surface area. Though reported to
be quite successful, time will tell if it is a total solution.

Some wineries are using synthetic corks made of plastic. Most, however, are only
using them in wines meant to be drunk within a year or two. The other stopper is
the Stelvyn screw cap. The problem here is that most consumers associate screw
caps with low quality jug wines. This quality association is changing rapidly. In
California, a producer made 100,000 cases of $100-plus wines (in US dollars) and
put screw caps on them all. That’s a bold statement.

Yes, there is something romantic about the pop of the wine cork during a candle
lit dinner at a fine restaurant. If cork producers can solve the problem of TCA
tainted wines, fantastic. If not, perhaps other bottle stopping methods will prevail.
After all, it is what’s in the bottle that counts, not what keeps it there. Till next
time, CHEERS!

LEN STECKLER received his Cellar Masters Diploma in 1995 and is a member of the Wine 
Educators Society. He has visited wineries in every major wine region in the world and does wine
seminars for sales groups, customer appreciation groups, and restaurants (staff training and wine
list building and maintenance). If you are interested in learning more, call Len at 306-933-4393.
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When BMW reintroduced
the British icon a couple
of years ago, it retained
the original shape but
grew the car by about
50% and made it even
more functional. 

"The MINI is about being different and about having
fun," says Les Fenyes, general manger of MINI of
Saskatoon. Today’s MINI features 16-inch wheels and tires
rather than ten. The roof is still roughly level with the
door handles of a full sized car, but inside you can fit four
adults in acceptable comfort. 

Fenyes points out that MINIs can be ordered in three
different trim levels: the entry level MINI Cooper, the
supercharged MINI Cooper S and the John Cooper Works
MINI. In keeping with this sense of fun, you can deck out
your MINI in one of several distinctive paint schemes,

wheel types and colours, or put a Union Jack or Maple
Leaf Flag on the roof a la Austin Powers and his patriotic
Jaguar. Individual striping kits can be added for more
personalization.

Each MINI drives quite a bit differently than the others.
The basic MINI comes with a 1.6 litre, 115 horsepower
inline four while the Cooper S gets the same engine with
the addition of a supercharger and an intercooler to pump
the power up to 163 horses. A six speed manual is the only
gear box available for the Cooper S. With the regular
Cooper, a five speed manual is standard or you can order
the optional four speed automatic. The John Cooper
Works MINI gets the six speed manual, but the engine
gets bumped up to 210 horsepower – that will get you
from 0 to 100 kph in 7.2 seconds.

story by Charles Renny

2004 MINI:
Designed for Fun



"The best drive of the MINI bunch is
the John Cooper Works version
because no one expects such a small
car to perform so well," Fenyes says. 

Personally, I haven’t driven the JC
Works but the Cooper S I drove
between Tofino and Nanaimo, B.C.
sure embarrassed a Corvette driver.
The roads are twisty with lots of blind
corners and broken pavement. The
longest straight was probably just over
300 metres, but some of the bends
were minor and you could actually see
what was coming. It was on one of
these longer straights that I managed
to get by the ‘Vette before he noticed
and then the quick handling of the
MINI kept me out in front. I got far
enough ahead in the corners that he
couldn’t get by me before the next set
of corners came up. Talk about
putting a grin on my face! Imagine
this experience in the John Cooper
Works, which is quicker and handles
better.

Driving the regular MINI Cooper was
just as fun, but in a different way. The
test car I drove had the five speed
manual and white stripes over a
gorgeous blue exterior. Heads turned

no matter where I went. Young, old,
kids with licences, kids without – it
didn’t matter. I knew I had hit the
right combination when a crusty
Commissionaire set aside his scowl,
grinned and gave me a thumbs up.
Best of all, the Cooper had enough
power to make it fun to drive around
town and on the highway, I just had
to use the gear lever a bit more than
in the Cooper S. 

Inside, the MINI sports two
comfortable bucket seats up front.
The interior is wide enough so that
I’m not rubbing shoulders with the
front passenger. At the Cooper S
level, leather trim and heated seats
are optional. In the rear a split folding
bench seat can hold two more. If the
front seat occupants are a bit long of
leg, leg room in the rear will be
severely curtailed. By a light
compromise in driving position,
we were able to fit four in acceptable
comfort (keeping in mind that my
teenagers always complain about
something).

Regular instrumentation is not
necessarily driver friendly, as the
speedometer is like the original – a

single large dial in the middle of the
dash easily seen by wives and others in
the car. If you order the navigation
package, the speedo’ and other
instruments are put in two smaller,
steering wheel mounted gauges.

The MINI’s marketing package is fun
too. In fact, this is where Fenyes hits a
home run with his MINI Girls. "My
MINI Girls are a flashback to a wilder,
more open time. They attract
attention and have to be able to
promote the cars. The MINI is about
being outrageous and getting
noticed." 

And getting noticed is something
Fenyes should know. His dealership,
MINI of Saskatoon, placed first in
Canada and third in a worldwide
dealer contest on the knowledge of
MINIs. 

So, for outrageous fun in a MINI,
visit your local dealer and be prepared
to have your socks blown off.
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Fuelled by strong
commodity prices, record
levels of equity and
favourable royalty and tax
legislation changes, the
oil and gas industry in
Saskatchewan enjoyed a
record year in 2003.
Drilling rates for oil and gas wells
increased by 19% in 2003, with 4,189
wells drilled versus 3,517 wells drilled
in 2002. This activity was 6% higher
than the previous drilling record set in
1997. The majority of the increase
can be attributed to a more than
600% increase in the number of
natural gas wells drilled over the past
six years. (see graph below)

Driving the Saskatchewan
Economy
Saskatchewan is the second highest oil
producing province in Canada and the
third highest natural gas producing
province. The oil and gas industry is a
major economic driver in the province

of Saskatchewan. It is the largest
contributor to the province’s Gross
Domestic Product, generating
approximately 8% of total annual
GDP.  

On an annual basis, the oil-gas
industry contributes between $1.5
billion and $2 billion to the
Saskatchewan economy through
investment in exploration and
development. In 2002-2003, more
than $1 billion in royalties,
production tax and land sale revenues
were generated. Approximately 400
oil and gas companies operate in
Saskatchewan, generating more than
23,000 direct and indirect jobs.

Opportunity for Investors

From an investment perspective, the
oil and gas industry offers a unique
opportunity to realize capital gains
and an extraordinary return on
investment. It is common in the
industry to build value within a
company and realize that value
through a merger, a sale or a public
offering of shares. Many of the oil
and gas companies operating in
Saskatchewan are among the top
performers in the industry.

TRINIDAD DRILLING LTD., active
in southern Saskatchewan, is an
example of a company that has
undertaken aggressive expansion
through the acquisition of smaller
complementary oil services
companies. In the past year, Trinidad
has completed two acquisitions
totalling more than $41 million to
increase the capacity and depth of its
operations. Trinidad is a publicly
traded company and has one of the
top performing Income Trusts in
Canada.  

ROMULUS EXPLORATION INC.
is another example of typical investment
activity within the Saskatchewan oil and
gas industry. The company was
founded in 2003 by an experienced
management team that had built their
predecessor company, Empire Energy
Inc., from start-up to production of
nearly 1,800 barrels of oil per day.
Empire was sold for $31 million in
April 2002. Les Guzowski, President
& CEO of Romulus Exploration, is
confident that Romulus will be as
successful as Empire. In 2003, its first
year of operation, the company
realized a 100% drilling success rate
and secured 25,000 acres of land to
ensure future exploration potential in
Saskatchewan.

Due to its nature and reliance on
contracted services, the oil and gas
industry has had significant economic
impact on many rural communities
including Estevan, Swift Current,
Kindersley and Lloydminster. In
addition, many Saskatchewan First
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Opportunity in
Saskatchewan
Record Performance in Oil & Gas Industry

Avalon Resources Ltd. drilling in northwestern Saskatchewan
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